Tayo, the protagonist of Leslie Marmon Silko's Ceremony, has an epiphany as he cuts away at the fence on a white rancher's property, attempting to reclaim his stolen cattle: destroyers are not white people, but rather witches who have "fooled everyone," even white people who "would never be able to understand how they had been used by the witchery" (177). Tayo realizes that this destruction is worse than physical annihilation; it has "devoured white hearts" (178), plundering their lived experience and setting into motion acts of war, empty declarations of patriotism, and attempts at innovation, all to make meaningful their hollowed-out existence. As if proving Tayo's point decades later, the title character of Billy Lynn's Long Halftime Walk reflects on the 2004 Dallas Cowboys' Thanksgiving Day halftime show, meant to honor him and fellow "Bravo" Squad members. Billy Lynn, a white soldier on a two-week Victory Tour around the US before redeploying to Iraq, wonders if he may be missing "some power" in the show and tries to convince himself there is more than meets the eye in this spectacle; perhaps it is a meaningful "ceremony" (235) . These two characters demonstrate the ways that Silko's Ceremony can inform twenty-first-century narratives, particularly those of soldiers' homecomings. Reading Ceremony alongside Billy Lynn's Long Halftime Walk, I argue, provides both a model for and a warning about ways to craft postwar narratives of reentry. 1 Silko incorporates female perspectives to construct productive and generative narratives, whereas Fountain provides a warning about the sterile, ultimately destructive narratives produced when female voices are suppressed.
Silko strategically inserts counter-perspectives into the narrative through the third-person narrator's brief focalizing through characters other than Tayo. Her narrative technique of focalizing through female perspectives, in particular, provides a useful way of rethinking the West as a point of origin by resituating the region as a point of reentry. Although most of the story is told from Tayo's perspective, these brief and somewhat anomalous voices give us a different view of the events, thereby infusing the story with an awareness of the destructive potential of deterministic, one-sided narratives. Through this narrative technique, Silko illustrates the ways that our lived experience takes shape through the stories we tell; by extension, these stories have the power to infuse the West with political and cultural significance. For instance, Tayo's story of homecoming and the ceremony that restores him to health, allowing for his reentry into the Laguna community, makes clear that the West is a region that is always being reinvented through retellings. Silko demonstrates that central to the successful ceremony of regeneration is the act of storytelling that incorporates multiple viewpoints and even competing allegiances.
The challenge, then, is to recognize how Ceremony provides models by which language organizes experience, thus rethinking the ways that we read the West as a geographic and conceptual point of origin. Additionally, this regional lens avoids the pitfalls of reading Native American literature as exemplary because of indigenous people's adherence to traditional ways. In Landscapes of the New West: Gender and Geography in Contemporary Women's Writing, Krista Comer warns that such readings of the West "can be deployed for some of the oldest kinds of cultural work performed through western discourse: the idealization of Native culture and the use of that culture as antidote to modern or postmodern problems" (135-36). Silko instead positions the West as a point of reentry in the aftermath of war, rather than a point of origin of war's destruction, or of the forces that propagate war. This is the gauge of Silko's authority as a postmodern writer and her continuing and increasingly vital relevance to our current political moment. As a reentry point, both narrative and spatial, the West becomes a place of ongoing reinvention, not the location of intractable truths.
Why the West?
Narratives of reentry often invoke the American West as the imaginative center of veterans' return from wartime conflict. The region is called upon to welcome war heroes home, to find space for these changed warriors in a society that remains largely untouched by the war, and to offer justification for aggressive military action. As John Beck argues in Dirty Wars: Landscape, Power, and Waste in Western American Literature, "the West provides the ground for an emplaced cultural politics of permanent war that functions not just rhetorically as legitimation for a permanent war economy but materially through the production of enemies and the maintenance of a perpetual state of emergency" (17). Billy Lynn witnesses these "emplaced cultural politics" throughout his day at Texas Stadium as he encounters numerous men who boast about their contributions to the security state and of the West as indispensable to this security. Wealthy businessmen who approach the Bravo Squad to thank them for their bravery also assure the squad that, although they themselves are not fighting on the frontlines, their business practices are instrumental in efforts to defend the nation. One oil tycoon boasts, "'So it's a personal thing with me, boosting domestic production, lessening our dependence on foreign oil. I figure the better I do my job, the sooner we can bring you young men home'" (64), implicitly linking his patriotism to the West-specifically Texas oil production. Billy's heroism is also attributed to his being from the West. As Norm Oglesby (the fictionalized Cowboys' owner, Jerry Jones) puts it, he is "'not surprised, not at all surprised, it's only natural that a native-born Texan would distinguish himself in military service'" (111). Oglesby's celebration of the "natural" military prowess of a Texan is rooted in more than just regional pride; his comment is a vestige of the West as the location of a seemingly permanent Indian war in the latter half of the nineteenth century.
The West emerges as the region of "permanent war" at the end of Ceremony and Tayo must decide how to encounter this reality. A World War II veteran returning from combat, he is faced with a region irrevocably changed by war, most notably in the form of the uranium mining and nuclear testing that has taken place in New Mexico. Robert M. Nelson points out that [j] ust as the land contains within itself the stuff of potential regeneration…so it contains the stuff of potential annihilation (along with people willing to use it that way). The test of the regenerative spirt, and of the spirit of Tayo who carries it now, is whether or not it can continue to exist (or even co-exist) in the presence of its antithesis. (309) This "antithesis" presents itself in the form of another Laguna war veteran, Emo, whom Tayo almost killed in a bar shortly after they returned from war. Hell-bent on settling old scores, Emo has chased Tayo to the uranium mine and attempts to get him to come out of hiding by torturing Tayo's friend Harley. Until this point, the ceremony has "functioned to bring Tayo into identity with the land and thereby into intimate relationship with the spirit which awaits rediscovery and reintegration into Tayo's consciously felt self" (Nelson 308) ; it now presents itself as formidable foe. Hidden between "boulders as big as boxcars," Tayo spends the night observing the violence, fighting the temptation to kill Emo with a screwdriver he has in his pocket (Silko, Ceremony 230) . The final stage of the ceremony requires that Tayo not just resist an act of violence, but also learn how to reenter a land that has both destructive and regenerative potential. When he makes it through the night without killing Emo, thus completing the ceremony, Tayo looks up and realizes that the stars "had seen mountains shift and rivers change course and even disappear back into the earth; but always there were these stars" (235). Tayo finally understands that the land is always changing, but like the stars, he too must find a way to continuously reorient himself within the changing landscape, and that this process will not be and "has never been easy" (235) .
Ceremony reveals the West to be a shifting place, both geographically and imaginatively. Seeing it as a fixed, unyielding region proves to be destructive for Tayo, and he narrowly avoids succumbing to the witchery's myth that the land has been irrevocably transformed into a place of violence and destruction. This myth is powerful precisely because of World War II. In an interview, Silko reveals that she chose to set the novel in the immediate aftermath of World War II " [b] ecause of the atomic bomb. Because of how World War II was ended. After the Second World War, the Korean War and the Vietnam War are just part of the big slide-the human race's big slide into the big abyss. The world was never the same again" (Silko, "Teller of Stories" 44). Silko's remarks reflect the ways that World War II has been seen and portrayed as the source of a permanently changed world; as a result, the West is conceived as the origin point of this irreversible change because of the atomic bomb. Beck contends that the "American response to Pearl Harbor [constitutes] the emergence of a new conception of the western United States as crucial to American global security" (5) and lists Silko among authors who "encounter a West that has become, metaphorically and literally, the arsenal, proving ground, and disposal site for American military-industrial power" (4). Through her decision to set the novel in the wake of World War II, Silko's Ceremony provides a reminder of the narrative potential of the American West in the ways it is called upon as the origin point of a new brand of wartime trauma-nuclear war-and to justify such military actions.
Although Billy Lynn tells the story of the Iraq war, the novel also imagines World War II-and, by extension, the American West-to be the origin of US military power through its subplot, which entails efforts to make the Bravo Squad's story into a Hollywood movie. When the proposed film-and its Iraq war context-proves too controversial, one studio suggests setting the story during World War II. As Beck notes, "since it was World War II that retooled the Western United States as the defense complex of the national security state, [it is not surprising] that recent writing about the West so often returns to World War II as the source of many contemporary conflicts" (39). In Billy Lynn, Hollywood producers' insistence on the story of World War II as an apolitical alternative to the Iraq War demonstrates that this idea of the West as "defense complex" has been repeated to the point that it seems absolute. World War II is no longer controversial to these Hollywood executives-or in the national cultural memory-because the origins of nuclear war have been narrated as the location of national security. The West is inextricably woven into this narrative as the source, and resource, of the United States' manifest destiny.
Focalizing through Female Perspectives
Ceremony demonstrates the power of storytelling to either overturn or reinforce this naturalized idea of the West's centrality to national security and the United States' global power. Despite Silko's decision to set the novel in the aftermath of World War II because "the world was never the same again" after the atomic bomb, Ceremony intervenes in this deterministic narrative through the inclusion of women's voices that are otherwise silenced. Much critical attention has been paid to Tayo's regenerative sexual encounters with Night Swan, often read as "an avatar, or physical embodiment, of the sacred power of nature," and Ts'eh, "the spiritual embodiment of earth itself" (Spurgeon 90, 95) . In addition to these sexual encounters, I argue that the brief moments in which the narrator focalizes through women in the story-most notably the prostitute, Helen Jean-constitute moments of productive potential that create narrative space in the ceremony for Tayo's healing.
Other than Tayo, Silko employs third person narrative focalization through three characters: Tayo's Uncle Josiah (75-78), Night Swan (78-81), and Helen Jean (149-54). This technique briefly relieves the reader of Tayo's pathosdriven introspection and yields a perspective that does not cohere with his, thus opening up new ways of viewing the ceremony in progress. For the purposes of this essay, I will focus on the effects of Helen Jean's section, as her subject position as an outsider and a prostitute provides a strong case for the importance of seemingly marginal characters. Like Tayo, Indians such as Helen Jean seem irrevocably lost to their community. Tayo acknowledges at the end of the novel that if he had not completed the ceremony he would have been written off as "a drunk Indian war veteran settling an old feud; and the Army doctors would say that the indications of this end had been there all along, since his release from the mental ward at the Veterans' Hospital in Los Angeles" (Silko, Ceremony 235) . Helen Jean's voice demonstrates the generative and regenerative possibilities of storytelling for Indians like Tayo viewed by both whites and other Indians as lost causes. Tayo can heal both himself and the community, as Sean Kichumman Teuton outlines, "expand[ing] his interpretative framework as it modifies in response to the Laguna community" (128). This inclusion, however, must extend to Native Americans outside of the Laguna community, as Helen Jean, a Ute woman living among the Navajo in Gallup, illustrates the increasingly shared experiences of Native American tribes. These additional perspectives, as narrated in Helen Jean's section, create what Paula Gunn Allen describes as "a story that will take the entire situation into account, that will bless life with a certain kind of integrity where spirit, creatures, and land can occupy a unified whole" (124). Ceremony reminds us that this "unified whole" is not possible without women's perspectives, which give "a certain kind of integrity" to Tayo's story, especially in the male-dominated sphere of wartime conflict. Adding women's voices back into this postwar narrative, Silko provides a template through which we can reframe master narratives that justify and naturalize military-industrial power. In other words, the inclusion of these voices works toward the "possibility of critically unveiling power in the post-Pearl Harbor West" (Beck 6).
Still, Helen Jean's female perspective appears to have little relevance to the story of combat soldiers' trauma and their difficulties in reentering civilian life. Of choosing a male protagonist for Ceremony, Silko posits, "The story of the returning World War II veterans could only be told from a male point of view, so I did it without hesitation" (Preface xviii). However, the episode in which Helen Jean recounts her short, seemingly unremarkable time with Tayo and his friends establishes the centrality of a female perspective, even in traditionally masculine arenas such as wartime conflict and postwar homecoming. Choosing Helen Jean to add a meaningful dimension to the way we view Tayo's challenges reveals that Silko is not prescribing a singular approach to storytelling, nor is she offering a female perspective as the solution to what ails Tayo and the Indian community. Rather, through dual narrations of the scene, male and female, Silko underscores the importance of considering divergent perspectives and emphasizes the novel's central premise: that language organizes our lived experience. As Comer argues, "language produces human society rather than being a product of that society" (Landscapes 136). The narratives we tell-often in conflicting ways-set events in motion.
Helen Jean slips in and out of Ceremony virtually unnoticed, so it is easy for her to escape critical attention as well.
2 Tayo meets her about halfway through the novel, where he encounters her riding in a pickup truck with his friends, Harley and Leroy. As Tayo accepts a ride from the trio and climbs into the truck, he observes Helen Jean reapplying lipstick to her heavily made-up face, wearing "frilly western" clothing, straddling the gear shift, and absentmindedly rubbing her leg against Leroy (144). Helen Jean, whom the men have picked up the night before at a bar in Gallup, makes her exit as soon as they get to the Y Bar close to the Laguna reservation. Upon their arrival she catches the eye of a Mexican patron who "watched her steadily" and "didn't care if the Indians noticed" (149). Drunk and oblivious, "Harley and Leroy never even saw her go" (149), while Tayo decides "he was too tired to care what she did" and drifts off to sleep (148) .
If the episode were not immediately repeated through Helen Jean's point of view, it would be easy for the reader to also not pay much attention to her. After Tayo falls asleep, the narrator provides an alternative take on the events by focalizing through Helen Jean. This retelling of the scene allows the reader to finally recognize the problem at the heart of Tayo's post-traumatic stress disorder: the disparity between the way he views himself and the community's perception of him. This scene's dual narrations reorient our focus away from Tayo's inner turmoil and onto his external challenges. Specifically, Helen Jean jolts us into the realization that " [t] hese Laguna guys were about the worst she's run into, especially that guy they picked up walking along the highway; he acted funny. Too quiet, and not very friendly" (149). Tayo, we realize at the novel's midpoint, is the worst of the "worst." His deep introspection, which allows the reader to sympathize with him, and which seems to be the key to his successful completion of the ceremony, is the very thing that jeopardizes his chances of healing because it separates him from the community that will be central to his recovery.
The ceremony-the key to Tayo's eventual health-will require a range of perspectives, and Helen Jean's demonstrates the importance of considering and embracing these communal perspectives. The previous evening Tayo visited the unorthodox medicine man, Betonie, in Gallup, who performed the initial stage of Tayo's healing ceremony. With Betonie's help, Tayo begins to understand, "His sickness was only part of something larger, and his cure would be found only in something great and inclusive of everything" (116). According to Betonie, this adoption of new perspectives and rituals is central to any ceremony's success: "'I have made changes in the rituals. The people mistrust this greatly, but only this growth keeps the ceremonies strong'" (116). Tayo is among those who doubt Betonie, and throughout the novel he vacillates between trusting and dismissing his methods. Helen Jean's abrupt presence in the narrative acts as a mediator between Tayo's real and imagined circumstances, providing a glimpse of the wisdom in the medicine man's words, although Tayo will not be able to fully acknowledge this wisdom until he completes the ceremony.
Helen Jean's perspective is not flawless, nor does it posit an ideal, feminine perspective that the narrative pushes Tayo toward. When she meets Harley and Leroy in Gallup she decides it is safe to hang out with them because "[t]hey had ribbons and medals they carried in their wallets; and if the U.S. Government decorated them, they must be okay" (151), accepting the government's merit system without question or critique. However, she leaves the scene-and the narrative-promising herself, "she wasn't going to waste any more time fooling around with Indian war heroes" (154). Implicitly she recognizes that military service and wartime decoration are not pure signifiers of good character or integrity. Helen Jean, then, signals the possibility of undermining pervasive master narratives through her own conflicting views on the situation.
Ambiguity and Narrative Potential
Helen Jean's role in changing the course of this postwar narrative is also signaled in Silko's use of ambiguous referents. Silko has Helen Jean think about "it" throughout her narrative, but often not in reference to an obvious person or event. Instead the unclear referent demonstrates the ways ambiguity can be embedded in the text to allow narratives to evolve and expand. Betonie introduces this linguistic device when he explains the power and trickery of witchcraft. "'There are no limits to this thing….When it was set loose, it ranged everywhere, from the mountains and plains to the towns and cities; rivers and oceans never stopped it,'" Betonie tells Tayo (122, emphasis mine). It seems that he is explaining the power of witchcraft, but the context makes unclear what exactly this "thing" is. It may refer to the innovation and technology Betonie observes on the highway below as he speaks these words. At this moment, Tayo has also just detailed his cousin Rocky's desire to leave the reservation and "'make something of himself. In a city somewhere'" (121), so perhaps this "thing" that "ranges everywhere" is the prevalence of a desire for something beyond reservation life. Still, Tayo observes as Betonie speaks these words he "was staring at the lights down below, following the headlights from the west until they were taillights disappearing in the east. He didn't seem to be listening" (122). The fact that Betonie has seemingly tuned out the conversation makes his pronouncement even more enigmatic, and at no point in the ceremony is a definitive answer provided as to what this "thing" is.
The next character to employ this device is Helen Jean. As the narrator leaves Tayo's consciousness and enters hers, he tells us, She had been thinking about it that morning when they left Gallup. Something had reminded her; maybe it was the people in the bar talking about the Gallup Ceremonial coming in two weeks. She had left Towac about then, August, one year ago. Left the reservation for good to find a job. She hasn't thought about it until then. Maybe it was because she was with these reservation Indians, out drinking with them and dancing in Gallup with all the other reservation Indians. Maybe someone had even talked about Towac. (149, emphasis mine)
Helen Jean perhaps confirms our suspicions about Betonie's intended meaning; the "thing" that "ranged everywhere, from the mountains and plains to the towns and cities" is the impulse to leave the reservation in search of a better life. Helen Jean is one of many searching for success off reservation, and her time dancing with "reservation Indians" in Gallup is a discouraging reminder that her circumstances have not changed for the better. If "it" refers to Indian migration, then, Silko demonstrates the utility of allowing the reader to decipher the larger systems at work. Instead of Betonie bestowing the entirety of the story on Tayo-and the reader-his words resonate and gather meaning through experience and discovery. Helen Jean enters the narrative just when many questions posed in the ceremony hang over Tayo, and her presence, particularly the narrative told from her perspective, adds heft to Betonie's wisdom.
Through these unclear referents Silko allows multiple meanings to resonate and evolve as narrative events unfold. By the end of Helen Jean's section, we might also argue that "it" refers to the narrative that she is forming about her circumstances after leaving Towac reservation. The approaching Gallup Ceremonial, an "annual event" that "was good for the tourist business coming through in the summertime on Highway 66" and "organized by the white men there" (107), reminds her that she has been in the area for almost a year. As she reluctantly leaves a Gallup bar with Harley and Leroy, she thinks back on her last day on the reservation, noting that "she left without seeing her little sisters, because she planned to come back on the bus, every weekend, to visit, and to bring money to help them out" (149). We learn that she has not yet been able to send money home and has quit her janitorial position at a movie theater after she is sexually assaulted in the bathroom by the manager "the day she heard the door open and close and she saw his brown shoes under the door of the toilet stall" (151). She begins hanging out in downtown bars on the first of the month, the day that veterans' disability checks are issued, asking the men drinking there for money with the knowledge that "if they helped her out, they would get friendly with her too" (152).
Helen Jean's story is her attempt to make sense of her autobiography, particularly how she got into her current predicament. And through her story we also hear the stories that the Indian war veterans are telling themselvesand other bar patrons-about their time at war and their conquests both on and off the battlefield. Helen Jean recognizes that these wartime narratives are not helping the Indians come to terms with their situation but, rather, are skewing their sense of reality. So, she decides to leave with the Mexican railway worker whose eye she catches, telling herself that "she didn't need to be wasting her time there, in the middle of nowhere, some place worse than the reservation she had left. If she hung around any longer with these guys, that's how she'd end up. Like the rest of the Indians" (154). Helen Jean's parting promise to no longer hang out with "these guys" rings of her own empty promises, and it is quite possible that her life will go the way of Tayo's mother's, often referred to as Helen Jean's narrative double. Additionally, Betonie's insight, "'There are no limits to this thing,'" casts a grim light on the situation and seems to answer his question. Through the unclear referent/"thing," however, Silko shows us that the meaning is still being determined, and they all have a role to play in naming what "it" is. Their potential agency to determine their own fate demonstrates the value in deferring meaning instead of hastily deciding on it.
In her reading of Ceremony's productive potential, Lydia R. Cooper argues that the novel subverts the generic conventions of the western by "expos[ing] the pernicious nature of [its] tropes and creat [ing] alternative and culturally fertile uses of those patterns and motifs" (52). Similarly, Silko's inclusion of women's voices subverts the deterministic impulse in this postwar narrative to imagine Tayo as a lifelong victim of PTSD, and his Laguna community as forever scarred from the development of wartime technologies in the region. Overall, Ceremony illustrates that who tells the stories of postwar reentryand how those stories are told-is as important as the events themselves in the effort to create "culturally fertile" postwar reentry narratives.
Billy Lynn's Twenty-First-Century Narrative of Reentry
By contrast, Billy Lynn's Long Halftime Walk adheres to the predictable tropes of the western and follows the deterministic logic of the West as a point of destructive origin rather than a productive point of reentry. The story is told exclusively from Billy's point of view, which results in what Cooper points out as the western's "fundamentally sterile and unproductive nature of traditional depictions of heroism" (55). The women in Billy Lynn provide glimpses of hope for Billy and offer possibilities of finding a way out of this "sterile and unproductive" hero narrative, but the novel precludes these possibilities when it does not allow female characters to speak for themselves.
Billy is a sympathetic protagonist who recognizes the absurdity of the heroic and patriotic narratives swirling around him and acknowledges that he desperately needs someone to help him come to terms with the fact that "either America's fucked up, or he is" (26). The novel, set over the course of one football gameday, is rife with expectations: about the necessity of the Iraq War, of the soldiers' undying patriotism, and of course about the heavily anticipated halftime show that will celebrate Billy Lynn and his fellow soldiers for their bravery in a firefight. The nation seems to be in a frenzy over this battle, aired repeatedly on Fox News after an embedded news crew captured it on film. However, many view it more as entertainment than footage from the battlefield. As one football fan admits, "'I sat down and cut on the news and got the weirdest feeling I was watching a movie on cable'" (289). The novel's events-all focalized through Billy's point of view-fluctuate between his wise-beyond-his-years critique of the patriotic spectacle and his excitement over meeting the Dallas Cowboys Cheerleaders, and maybe even the halftime entertainment-Destiny's Child. Christened the "Bravo Squad" by Fox News, the eight surviving squad members are due back in Iraq in a few days to complete the remaining eleven months of their tour of duty. As the day's events unfold, we find out that Billy is being celebrated for attempting to save "Shroom" during the firefight, one of Bravo Squad's sergeants who ends up dying in his arms (all filmed by Fox). Trying to make sense of his close encounter with death, Billy has "been traveling this great nation of ours in the good faith belief that sooner or later he'll meet someone who can explain his experience, or at least break it down and properly frame the issue" (47). He seeks male mentors to help him "break it down," from Bravo's Sergeant Dime to Albert, the Hollywood producer following the squad around the country in a futile attempt to secure a movie deal for them before they redeploy. It is the female characters, however, that offer ways to "properly frame the issue." Billy is especially excited to meet Faison Zorn, a rookie Dallas Cowboys cheerleader who he hopes will help him make sense of the violence he has experienced in Iraq and the country's exuberant response to it. Faison and Billy lock eyes during a press conference and, like the Victory Tour, the Fox News coverage, and the crumbling movie deal, the pair's "relationship" plays out at dizzying speed, aptly summarized in the title of the chapter that encapsulates their love story: "Dry Humping for the Lord" (139). They talk life, religion, and politics and make out behind the press conference backdrop. Faison climaxes; Billy does not.
In fact, the novel itself is exceptionally sterile. Billy and Faison have another make-out session under her trench coat after the game ends and Billy again walks away unsatisfied. Billy describes the novel's setting, Texas Stadium, as "basically a shithole. It's cold, gritty, drafty, dirty, in general possessed of all the charm of an industrial warehouse where people pee in the corners" (28). Even the flashback scene in which Billy visits his family home eighty miles away in Stovall, Texas, ends up being a tense, tear-filled day with family, except for his solitary "pleasure of masturbating in his old room," which he welcomes "with this relaxed mood of easy reconnection, as if a fond former girlfriend had welcomed him back with open arms" (81). This sterility characterizes the Victory Tour, which culminates "deep within the sheltering womb of all things American-football, Thanksgiving, television, about eight different kinds of police and security personnel, plus three hundred million wellwishing fellow citizens" (21). But this womb is ultimately barren, reproducing only the stubborn narrative that America is the greatest nation in the world, and that military action in Iraq is, in fact, avenging the terror of September 11th. Or, as the many Cowboys fans that Billy encounters pronounce it, the "terrRr" of "nina leven" (38). The massive systems in place at the stadium-security, fans, television crews-tout this narrative that the war is justified and that the American West is indispensable in this effort. Billy finds himself forced to play the role of the western code hero as he is congratulated by the Cowboys owner as the "'Texan [who] led the charge at the Al-Ansakar Canal'" (198) .
The insistence upon this twenty-first-century narrative of American exceptionalism, particularly Western American exceptionalism, is to blame for the narrative's sterility. Billy has developed mannerisms "more or less by instinct, this tense, stoic vein of male Americanism defined by multiple generations of movie and TV actors, which conveniently furnishes him a way of being without having to think about it too much" (37). This charade of masculinity is cultivated not in real life, but rather by actors portraying the mythical cowboy heroes upon which the football team's "Cowboys" mascot is predicated. In acting out this expected role, he adheres to the western's generic conventions of the code hero, which Cooper points out are "unsustainable and socially unenviable" (53) because they require the wounded hero to gain mythic status through rejuvenation, his "role as savior being solidified only in those moments of weakness or near-death" (54). Like Tayo in Ceremony, Billy is entrenched in a number of systems dedicated to him playing out this wounded hero myth, all of which insist on the men's near demise. Tayo is able to subvert these systems through his unions with Night Swan and Ts'eh, symbolic of his reunion with nature. And while Tayo "validates, in short, expressions of masculinity that embrace vulnerability, loss, and abjection as part of the human experience rather than seeking to systematically distance the male identity from those 'feminine' experiences" (Cooper 67) , Billy is firmly entrenched in a charade that casts any sexual union not as regenerative, but rather as proof of masculine prowess, demanding that he reject any "feminine" version of his own existence. The sterility of Billy Lynn is a reflection and critique of the unproductive masculine narratives of American heroism.
The women in Billy Lynn offer a way to circumvent this narrow vision of a hero's postwar reentry and the limiting codes to which returning warriors must adhere. Upon Faison's earnest reaction to the news that Billy is returning to Iraq to complete the eleven months of his extended tour, he thinks, "Only women… only his mother, his sisters, and now Faison, only they have ever shown real grief for his sake, and his eyes burn with gratitude for all womankind" (156). His "gratitude" comes as relief after a day of fielding questions from fans and the press about what it was like to be shot at, or how he felt when his friend Shroom died in his arms-not so much inquiries, Billy recognizes, as "old habits" born out of "love for themselves and this tangible proof of their goodness" (39, 40). As he navigates a stadium filled with well-wishing football fans, high-powered VIPs, and throngs of media, Billy knows that their actions, including the questions they ask, all insist on perpetuating what Susan Kollin describes as the "Old West revenge tale," featuring "the upstanding cowboy saving the frontier community from savagery and lawlessness in order to ensure a future of freedom" (xiv). The US is braving the new "frontier" of global terror and Billy is expected to play the cowboy hero in that story. Attempting to answer a reporter's question, "You were the first person to reach Sergeant Breem?" Billy stumbles over his words (136). The crowd expects him to declare that he shot the enemy in retaliation for his buddy, Shroom, so he eventually concedes, "'I can't say that for sure [but] it's fine with me if I did shoot them,'" upon which the room "erupts in thunderous applause" (137). Although Billy wonders if they missed the point, he lets it stand: "They're happy, so he will leave it at that" (137). Everyone who asks about killing the enemy in Iraq seems primed for a certain answer that rings hollow for Billy.
Faison offers a potential counternarrative to these simplistic narratives that pit hero against enemy, civilized against uncivilized, but it turns out that she is too entrenched in the postwar narratives of heroism to do any good. Billy meets Faison just as he is on the brink of despair out of fear that Shroom's death might have ruined him for anything else, because when he died? when I felt his soul pass through me? I loved him so much right then, I don't think I can ever have that kind of love for anybody again. So what was the point of getting married, having kids, raising a family if you knew you couldn't give them your very best love? (218) Upon reuniting with Faison in the stands after the press conference, however, this despair quickly gives way to hope, as Billy thinks, "Their hump session could have been a freak of nature, but this second encounter proved some things. Maybe there's hope for his love life after all. Maybe it didn't end with Shroom" (224). The ironic tone, coupled with the reader's knowledge of Billy's youth and virginity, both of which he bemoans throughout the novel, signal that we cannot take Billy's hopes for Faison too seriously. Additionally, we are never privy to Faison's thoughts and it seems unlikely that Billy could "sort it all out" through a relationship with Faison, who "makes him realize just how precious his unremarkable life is to him" (150). The "unremarkable" nature of his life is solidified by the fact that, despite the media frenzy and halftime spectacle, no one cares-or even knows-that he is being redeployed to Iraq. Faison, although shocked at this news, offers no solution or counternarrative to Billy's "unremarkable" existence.
Any redemptive potential that Billy and Faison's union might hold exists, fleetingly, in the community's insistence on constructing and flaunting the last stage of the traditional captivity narrative: the marital union.
3 While marriage-according to the generic conventions of the captivity narrativesymbolizes a successful reentry into the community, the Cowboys' gameday version of the warriors' safe and successful reentry into society includes such spectacles as cheerleaders assigned to flank each Bravo squad member while posing for pictures (Billy and Faison manage to meet and make out even though she is assigned someone else) and the Destiny's Child halftime performance that includes "serenading the bottom-tier Bravos, slinking and spooning about on dainty cat feet, mewling minor-key trills of do-me angst" while singing the hit song "Soldjah Boy" (239). Billy has no choice but to participate in this spectacle, lamenting the fact that there is "not a damn thing you can do except stand at attention and get pole-danced in front of forty million people" (239).
Billy jeopardizes this charade of Bravo Squad's safe return from the "uncivilized" Middle East into the bosom of pop stars "mewling minor-key trills of do-me angst" when he articulates his hesitations about returning to Iraq. His sister has arranged for an anti-war activist group to pick him up from the stadium to take him to Austin to serve as "'[a] war hero. Somebody the movement could really rally around'" (253). Billy mutters this idea to Faison as they kiss goodbye: "'Girl, I'd just about run away with you.'" His breaking character as the dutiful war hero stuns Faison: "She lifts her head, and with that one look he knows it's not to be. Her confusion decides it, that flicker of worry in her eyes. What is he talking about? Fear of losing her binds him firmly to the hero he has to be" (305). Faison is committed to acting out the roles scripted for her and Billy. If Billy does not play out the role of the western code hero, her role as the patriotic, virtuous girlfriend is also jeopardized, and he knows he will lose her as a result. Ironically, by playing out the role of the "hero he has to be" he will still lose her, further illustrating the paradox of this hero myth.
Keeping Women Out of the Picture
Like Helen Jean in Ceremony, Faison's perspective in Billy Lynn is not flawless and she buys into the unsound logic underlying the spectacle of the Victory Tour and the halftime show. As Billy observes, the gameday events are "over-produced" (4) and ultimately the result of the patriotic football fans' expectations, Faison's included. There are two women-Billy's sister, Kathryn, and the movie star Hilary Swank-that have the potential to transcend these formulations, but they exist on the periphery of the narrative. The reader is never allowed inside their perspective, nor do these women have an active role in the events of the Thanksgiving gameday. Albert announces that Hilary Swank is interested in playing Billy in the film version of Bravo's battle, or possibly a character that combines Billy and Sergeant Dime. Although Albert insists, "'Just because she's a woman doesn't mean she can't do it…she's not just another pretty face,'" Billy is skeptical: "already he senses the potential for humiliation on a global scale" (6). The doomed Bravo film and the possibility of Hilary Swank's leading role is a central preoccupation among the men of Bravo, as well as the Dallas Cowboys executives who disagree with the casting decision. Cowboys owner Norm Oglesby decides he will invest money to produce the movie, reasoning it is a good investment because "'this film will go a long way toward reinvigorating our commitment to the war'" (275). In Texas Stadium, this bizarre microcosm of the American West, Norm articulates his "commitment" to the Iraq War, but even more so his investment in public support of the war. Not surprisingly, he is opposed to Swank playing the lead because "'having a woman in the lead just sends the wrong message….This is a story about men, men defending their country, and I'm sorry that's just what it is'" (275). In the narrative of the American West that Norm represents, women's only proper role in wartime narratives is that of a cheerleader.
Fountain, like Silko, poses women's perspectives as a potential starting point to demystify this masculine logic, and the story as it unfolds in Billy Lynn demonstrates the danger of suppressing these female voices. Billy's sister, Kathryn, could perhaps reframe this narrative of reentry with the complexityand skepticism-that it deserves, but she is kept on the periphery of the narrative and never "let in" to the events of the Thanksgiving Day Cowboys game. Kathryn only enters the narrative in Billy's flashback to his brief time visiting his family in the middle of the Victory Tour. She has been living at home while recuperating from injuries sustained in a disfiguring car accident; she is also the most reasonable of all of Billy's interlocutors he encounters during the tour, truly wanting to know what he thinks of the war, rather than expecting a canned response. Refusing to play along with the reverence expected to be shown for Billy's military decorations, which she refers to as the "'family jewels,'" she dons Billy's "Purple Heart pinned over her left breast and the Silver Star pinned over her right, the medals flopping around like stripper's tassels" (87). Much like Hilary Swank, Kathryn's portrayal of Billy threatens to undo the carefully crafted and rarely-questioned narrative of masculine heroism in the messy moral and ethical ambiguities of the Iraq War.
The fact that Billy's sister offers the most promising way out of these narratives reinforces just how sterile the hero story is. Billy's uncomfortable awareness of his sister as a sexual being further emphasizes this point, as well as his frustrated attempts to find real answers, love, and sex. Billy's and Kathryn's familial relation of course precludes a redemptive sexual union like Tayo had with Ts'eh and Night Swan, and any possibility of such a union with Faison is made impossible not only by the strict schedule of the Thanksgiving gameday's patriotic events, but also his impending redeployment. This narrative of reentry is over before it begins, and has one Bravo Squad member by the end of the football game pleading, "'Take us someplace safe. Take us back to the war'" (307).
Fountain's novel acknowledges and validates the logic of Silko's Ceremony, as it reveals the ways that diverse and divergent voices are stifled through complex systems that overly simplify the logic they conceal. Kathryn, we learn, is horrified at the notion that her brother might die, not just for the obvious reasons, but because he is in Iraq because of her. Billy avenged Kathryn and the family's honor by defacing the car of her ex-fiance, who broke off their engagement in the hospital after her accident. To avoid jail time for vandalism, Billy takes the alternative option to serve in the military. Throughout the novel, Billy marvels at the absurdity of the public's divergent responses to virtually the same thing. He was raised to defend his family's honor, but when he commits an act of violence to do so he is prosecuted as a criminal; when he commits an act of violence to defend his country, he is decorated with medals and honored at a halftime show. Now that Billy has seen combat he understands that the logic of avenging one's honor is premised upon the cultural myths it upholds or undermines. Still, as he signs one last autograph at the end of the evening, he looks at the Cowboys fans and realizes, "they are the ones in charge, these saps, these innocents, their homeland dream is the dominant force. His reality is their reality's bitch; what they don't know is more powerful than all the things he knows" (306). In Fountain's reentry narrative, the simplistic, flawed logic prevails over any possibility of renarrating or rethinking postwar narratives. Billy knows the feminine view he has been struggling to embrace is not only impossible in this context; it is twisted to the point of becoming a "bitch."
Conclusion: Old, New, and Post West
Inside Texas Stadium, the uncanny double of the twenty-first-century American West, Billy's progressive ideals for a New West are elided by master narratives that govern the Old West. The prevalence of these master narratives is visualized throughout the novel in the repetition of overused, vague words such as "freedom" scattered across otherwise empty pages. Interruptions of these scattered words throughout the novel illustrate how ideas of the West as a security state are solidified through their repetition. While Billy finds himself grateful for "the miracle" of having in Bravo Squad "not one but two demonstrably superb warriors, neither of whom had any use for the prevailing orthodoxies" (15)-the squad's Sergeants Shroom and Dime-he still finds himself lost in these "orthodoxies," unsure how to deal with them as they swirl around him throughout the day. He observes, "Here at home everyone is so sure about the war. They talk in certainties, imperatives, absolutes, views that seem quite reasonable in context" (197) . For example, in the context of the patriotic Thanksgiving Day football game and the American pop culture it represents, words such as "freedom," "sacrifice," and "evil" are supposed to signify on their own. Taking these words out of context by scattering them across random pages, Fountain visualizes the absurdity of what "seem[s] quite reasonable in context." Additionally, he often spells them out phonetically to emphasize the regional dialect in which they are pronounced. September eleventh becomes "nina leven"; Iraq becomes "Eye-rack" and "Eaaaar-rock"; democracy becomes "dih-mock-cruh-see" (38). This regional pronunciation shows that the Southwest has become a mouthpiece that "exploit[s] ideas about and images of the American West in order to sell products and political positions" (Comer, .
Billy wanders through Texas Stadium all day marveling at these material "products," the merchandise that is sold in the form of Cowboys' gear and memorabilia. Even more significantly, Billy never fully comes to term with the "political positions" that have been packaged and repeated throughout the day in the form of Jumbotron animated celebrations of the Bravo Squad and VIP receptions honoring the squad's bravery. In fact, the first time the reader gets the start-to-finish story of Bravo's firefight is from the Cowboys owner, who recounts the events of the battle to the media, Cowboys executives, and cheerleaders assembled for the press conference, noting, "'Fortunately for us, a Fox News crew was embedded with the group…so it's possible for us to see for ourselves what these fine young men did that day'" (129). Norm views the news footage as proof that the US has "the best troops in the world, the best equipment, the best technology, the best home-front support, and as long as we maintain our resolve, it's only a matter of time before we prevail" (131), as no doubt Fox News also framed the footage. Billy, on the other hand, "wishes that just once somebody would call him a baby-killer, but this doesn't seem to occur to them, that babies have been killed. Instead they talk about democracy, development, dubya em dees" (219). Framing is crucial in how this story resonates, and despite their divergent interpretations, both Billy and Norm recognize that the narrative of the war and the West's role in the war, not the actual events, will determine future courses of action. The anxiety over the production of the Bravo Squad movie further proves this point, as Billy and Norm are not just interested in the potential monetary gain from the production of the film. They each want to tell the story of the battle of good versus evil: Billy wants to expose the binary as a façade, while Norm wants to reaffirm its centrality to American global politics.
In the battle between Norm's Old West allegiances and Billy's New West aspirations, the Old West wins. Published in 2012, Fountain's novel bemoans the missed opportunities by Americans in both the George W. Bush and Obama eras to look beyond the West as the origin of American values and US national security, and to instead question the necessity of military aggression in the Middle East. Although the characters in Billy Lynn have somewhat of a critical awareness of the ways "particular images and sentiments associated with the West move well beyond the confines of regional boundaries to provide explanatory power for the nation as a whole" (Kollin x), their insistence on using this "explanatory power" to solidify-and profit from-their patriotic vision of the nation fails to achieve a "postwestern" awareness of "the region not as a closed or bounded space but as a continually changing and evolving entity in both context and form" (xi). Women's voices that are not profitable, especially those such as Kathryn's that threaten to expose the flawed logic of nationalist master narratives, are silenced.
Billy Lynn's Long Halftime Walk concludes on a grim note. From his perch in the owner's box of Texas Stadium during the game, Billy looks down at the hollow ceremony and speculates about what it all means. Like Tayo and Betonie overlooking the grounds of the contrived Gallup ceremonial, more of an annual tourism event than a ceremony, Billy knows that this ceremony is ultimately meaningless, despite the significance that the fans and corporate VIPs project onto it. This manufactured importance, he understands at the end of the novel, is there to hide the death and destruction that are at the heart of the complex systems of capitalism and war. He knows that he will not see Faison again as he rides away from the stadium: "he feels it seeded in the purest certainty of his grief as he finds his seat belt and snaps it shut, that snick like the final lock of a vast and complex system. He's in" (307). It is not that the systems are too complex to overcome, but rather that their complexity is hidden by simplistic declarations of patriotism and binary constructions of good versus evil. Ironically, the female voices that acknowledge these complexities are locked into their own "complex systems" and therefore cannot make a difference.
WAKE FOREST UNIVERSITY NOTES 1 Although Billy Lynn's Long Halftime Walk tells the story of soldiers in the middle of the Iraq war, I read the novel as a postwar reentry narrative. Fountain's story depicts crowds and characters either ignorant to or surprised by the fact that the Bravo Squad must redeploy after they have proven their bravery in a heroic firefight, almost losing their lives. Through this ignorance/surprise, Fountain provides commentary, I believe, on both the general public's naivety regarding the realities of war and its increasing lack of interest in the Iraq war, which creates the façade of a "postwar" nation. 2 In a 1985 interview with Laura Clotelli, Silko describes the importance of Helen Jean's narration, acknowledging her similarities to Tayo's mother: "Again, it was important to see a woman caught somewhere-I wouldn't even say between two cultures-she was just caught in hell, that would be the woman who was Tayo's mother, or the woman who is Helen-Jean, or the woman who was down in the arroyo with the narrator of the Gallup section" ("Interview" 57). Sara L. Spurgeon refers to Helen Jean and Tayo's mother, Laura, as "narrative twins," pointing out that Helen Jean, like Laura, "is imprisoned by Anglo culture's double vision of native women. They are seen as worthless due to their culture and their skin color and, at the same time, possessing value through their sexuality" (81). While I agree that Helen Jean functions as a reminder of the pervasiveness of these ways of thinking about Indian women, more important is how Silko uses Helen Jean's perspective to complicate the narrative, for it creates redemptive and productive potential for Tayo as well as Helen Jean. 3 In my reading of the generic parallels between Billy Lynn and traditional captivity narratives, I draw on Sarah L. Spurgeon's reading of Ceremony as a subversive revision of the Anglo captivity narrative, a genre that, she argues, "can be seen as both a precursor to and subgenre of the Western" (74). They are "stories generated to engage and resolve one culture or group's precarious existence in the face of a hostile enemy threatening from the opposite side of some border (geographic, racial, cultural)" (75). In Ceremony, Spurgeon argues, both Tayo the returning warrior and the drought-stricken Southwestern land are the captives that must be restored to the community. While traditional captivity narratives signify a successful restoration as "reinforcing the boundaries safely separating the community from the dangerous influence of its enemies," the spiritual, racial, and cultural hybridity of Tayo's ceremonies creates a "decolonizing myth allowing the subaltern group to subvert imperialism from within modern history, rather than reverting to a futile attempt to avoid it by returning to a pre-conquest past" (87). In Billy's case, he is not only unable to subvert these restrictive generic conventions, but he is also asked to perform them in a highly publicized spectacle meant to reassure Americans of the necessity-and success-of military force in Iraq.
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